MSS August GC Meeting Summary
08/25/2021 from 8-9:30 p.m. CT

- Motion to post GC meeting summaries publicly, passed
- Report of Inactive Local Campus Sections pulled and disseminated with GC to initiate plans for outreach
- Plan to implement MSS awards and recognitions starting at POFS 2022
- Speakers are planning regional Parli Pro sessions for N-21
- MSS Delegates to hold office hours for resolution writers
- MSS to collaborate with other AMA Sections to create a mentorship program
- FAQ doc to be uploaded onto GCAI submission form online
- Motion to affirm widespread support for the AMA’s Organizational Strategic Plan to Embed Racial Justice and Advance Health Equity passed
- Motion to reach out to author of Step 1 Pass/Fail Program Director Survey GCAI and mention possibility of posting to AMA Med Students FB page. If the authors want further action, they need to follow up with the text of the survey, passed
- Sunset Report to be shared with Standing Committees
- MSS GC started conversation with APS and RFS GCs to collaborate
- Decision made to invite a plenary speaker to present at MSS N-21